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Post It upside down. Yellow-colored toilet paper upside down. Skin colored carpet piece upside down. Ping Pong Ball. Cotton Ball. Hand Mixer upside down. 1). 
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Make All Disappear. “All great things must first wear a terrifying and monsterous mask, in order to inscribe themselves on the hearts of humanity.”” -- Fredrick Nietzsche I made John Denver meet tribal in my parents house. I created a serie of 10 images by traveling between different otherwordly worlds in a state of trance. Using a neoshamanistic approach to the world which shaped my being. These images are made with some technics based upon Chaos Magic*, action painting and improvisation. First I created a palette for myself which consists of a specific ground colors, specific objects (I picked personal objects of fear, hope, love despair....) and choose different characters which are represented in my parents (my creators). After creating my palette I worked with these elements subconsciously by throwing them around to create several scenes which I documented in a photograph. * *Chaos magic is a form of magic which was first formulated in West Yorkshire, England, in the 1970s.[1] Through a variety of techniques often reminiscent of Western ceremonial magic or neoshamanism, many practitioners believe they can change both their subjective experience and objective reality, though some chaos magicians dispute that magic occurs through paranormal means. Although there are a few techniques unique to chaos magic (such as some forms of sigil magic), chaos magic is often highly individualistic and borrows liberally from other belief systems. In this way, some chaos magicians consider their practice to be a form of paradigm piracy. Some common sources of inspiration include such diverse areas as science fiction, scientific theories, ceremonial magic, shamanism, Eastern philosophy, world religions, and individual experimentation. Despite tremendous individual variation, chaos magicians often work with chaotic and humorous paradigms, such as the worship of Hun Tun from Taoism or Eris from Discordianism.



The sense of elements upside down in shades of faded bananacolor and potatoskin-tone. Potato’s are essential for humans, so are holidays to exotic resorts and the illuminating sent of cheap au de perfume. Post Its are really great and I want to honor them with a monument, also, they stick on one side and a cotton ball is a symbol for slavery. Also it de-masks all make-up, tape sticks and so does a hand held mixer, a mixer deconstructs. ‘They’ say toilet paper is man’s best invention. Ping Pong Balls are absolute. I like mummies. I wanna go on holiday to a cheap 4star hotel and stay there till I’m bored. 1). 2). 3). 4). 5). 6). 7). 8). 9). 10).



Potato upside down Au de perfume upside down Egyptian souvenir upside down Transparent tape, 5 rolls, upside down Post It upside down Yellow-colored toilet paper upside down Skin colored carpet piece upside down Ping Pong Ball. Cotton Ball. Hand Mixer upside down.



Aging human in a modern ruin. Vinyl flooring with the look of wood. The Wood-look is this season’s show-stopper. Deodorant is bad for the ozone layer. He heals all pain of all, forever, always.



1). 2). 3). 4). 5). 6).



2 camel shaped wooden souvenirs from Tunisia. A wooden stick. One Potato. Deodorant. Shoe inlay. Crumbs.



Objects of lust sprinkled in okercolored stardust. Remotecontrols are everywhere, almost everywhere. A bundle of 6 white-breads, a green rock from Yugoslavia, 2 Q-tips for each ear one, 1 miniature perfume, a porcelain hand which is made to stop books from falling of a shelve. The coffee machine is an institute, a small factory which creates the superior black fuel which makes humans work harder. Crumbs.



1). 2). 3). 4). 5). 6). 7). 8). 9).



A bundle of white-bread. Miniature perfume bottle. A green rock. Remotecontrol A purple candle. Coffee machine. Q-tips Crumbs Porcelain Hand



What is your mother doing with those bags and why does she have a moustache? An altar of 9 plastic shoppingbags filled with paprika flavoured chips, big chunks of crumbs 2 ladyshaves and an lila heart-shaped airfreshner. Potato’s are essential for humans. We eat them. Chips are small crunchy potato’s, you can buy a lot of them for not so much money and they stay fresh very long. Woman can get moustaches and this is very alarming to me. Sometimes these moustaches are deleted (ladyshaved, waxed, tweezed or epilated). Would be very strange when all woman had facial hair. Meditation is a good thing. 1). 2). 3). 4). 5).



9 Bags filled with potato chips. Crumbs 2 Lady shaves Heart-shaped airfreshner. Okercolored dust.



Composition of objects in computergrey and Yves Klein blue. Underwear is basic knowledge and very practical. Earth is the being. Floppy disks are thin & square and they are loosing their status, their ability is fading. Black Mug upside down, an electric sealer used for sealing small plastic (food)bags. A marble cylindershaped vase, a hexagon shaped light applied on the ceiling. Bees use hexagons in their work as well. A marker to mark stuff. Big crumbs.



1). 2). 3). 4). 5). 6). 7). 8). 9).



A marker. Black earth. 2 Floppy disks. An electric sealer. Black mug upside down. Crumbs. A marble cylinder shaped vase. Underwear. A hexagon shaped plafoniere



If felt worked for Joseph Beuys it might as well work for me. The worker, the man for the job, he might simply be too large of a human and he has slowly lost certain abilities. The altar of objects, televisionscramble-grey colored felt and Yves Klein blue. Coal is a fossil fuel. A grey hexagon-shaped plafoniere which is broken. I like chess but do not have the ability to win the game, never in my life I have won a chess game, chess is a mystery to me, firestones are essential. A coffeemug upside down and white plastic VHS-tape covers made to look like modern books. A small sized coffeemachine and a silver remote control. 1). 2). 3). 4). 5). 6). 7). 8). 9).



Coffee machine Keyboard upside down Remote control upside down 4 chess pieces firestone Grey hexagon-shaped plafoniere Coals Mug with zebra design 2 plastic VHS-tape covers



Composition of objects in yellow. My sister collected 2 butterflies. Clay is something you can make stuff with, mostly used creatively. Puzzles are there to use. On VHS-tapes people can put movies, they are very middle-aged though, they are aging rapidly. Margarine is fat, fat is a basic fuel for humans. Coffemachinecleaner is to filter out chalk and other substances in order to make the machine run properly. This is extremely important. The mug is filled with toiletpaper. The mug has the logo from my elementary school on it.



1). 2). 3). 4). 5). 6). 7). 8). 9).



Dried Butterflies. Clay. Mint colored feather duster. VHS - tape. Mint colored sponge. Margarine Mug filled with salmon colored toiletpaper Coffee machine cleaning product. Crossword puzzle.



The Immune System. He was forced to forget the meanings of tokens and his sweat stung on him. All is marked in yellow. Peanuts are very important. Ape’s eat peanuts. I love peanuts, I would like to eat them eternally ongoing. There are also things which are peanut shaped chips with peanut flavour. Meat is in the body, skin is over the meat. Souvenirs, Porcelain objects, White coffeemug upside down. Diversity of household and decorative things threw around. It is a painting and he is the paint and the objects are the paint, the canvas is white. Please be silent. 1). 2). 3). 4). 5). 6). 7). 8). 9). 10).



Peanut shaped chips potato Cotton balls Crossword puzzle Cards which explains how to prepare meat Egg warmer. Eau de Parfum upside down. Porcelain Hand Egyptian souvenir upside down Transparent tape, 5



11). 12). 13). 14). 15). 16). 17). 18).



Charger White Mug upside down A marble cylinder shaped vase. Deodorant Little decorations made out of clay Ladyshaver. Yellow Toilet paper. Hotel soap-



Composition of goods in terra cotta colored dust. Lotion of oil of olaz gives eternal beauty. Suits need to be clean. Fire needs to burn. People eat meat and this is also spreadable. Claying is fun. Tapes are great. Chargers are mystical they can charge all sorts of instruments, but are mostly made to charge a particular instrument. Basically the charger doesn’t do anything else as charge, the instrument takes mainly all the credits. Chargers are powerful, yet they have to suffer a lot. Crystals are the most beautiful things on earth.



1). 2). 3). 4). 5). 6). 7). 8). 9). 10).



A marble cylinder shaped vase. Clay. Oil of Olaz lotion upside down Sponge. Mountain crystal. Firestone. Dustremover. Cottonballs. Meatspread in the shape of a sausage. Charger.



11). 12).



Lilacolored heart-shaped Airfreshner. Cassettetape cover.



The existentially unfortunate one. I kidnapped her to a place of potato-chips, novels about family-intrigues, relationships and Love, Ice cream cone shaped desert bowls and souvenirs from foreign countries. She needed to sit still for 37 hours and think not one thought. All smelled like soup and dust and was colored orange. It wasn’t so bad, but in the end we wanted it to be over fast.



1). 2). 3). 4). 5). 6). 7). 8). 9).



Rope. Paprika chips. 3 bottles of nail polish. Eau de Parfum Egyptian souvenir Porcelain Hand Ice cream cone shaped desert bowl. Paper. 3 Dawn books, one upside down one lying, one standing
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Page 1 PART ATTENTION ATTENTION ATENCION Make sure all 

Effectuer toutes les opÃ©rations et utiliser toutes les piÃ¨ces pouretre sir que l'assemblage est correct. Linobservation de cetavertissement peut entrainer des blessures graves pour scioupourles autres. Paraasegliar unaimado correcto. Sigatodos los 
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Make sure all bolts and screws are fully tightened ... - Webcollage.net 

To ensure proper assembly, follow all steps and use all parts. Failure to follow this warning can result in serious injury to yourself or others. Effectuer toutes les opÃ©rations et utiliser toutes les piÃ¨ces pour Ãªtre sÃ»r que l'assemblage est cor
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Make a 

Fabriquer une cabane pour enfants avec des palettes / Make a children's log cabin with pallets. MagicManu - http://blog.magicmanu.com - 1/4 ...
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MAKE TILES 

As for the floor patterns (scarab, cat, lotus, etc) were first hand drawn on paper. I only drew halves, as I know I could use Photoshop to replicate and flip it to make a whole drawing. ... It scans better this way. ... Ceci permet de dÃ©finir la sou
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ALL TITLES ALL TITLES 

As Jeremy tries to find out why he was killed, he follows Allison, a beautiful 20 year old ...... and is translated into 5 languages English, German, Spanish, Russian ...... Writing about Fassbinder means having something to say about post-1945 ...
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make genius 
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Make a 

Fabriquer une cabane pour enfants avec des palettes / Make a children's log cabin with pallets. MagicManu - http://blog.magicmanu.com - 1/4 ...
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MAKE HER 

2 avr. 2016 - this Valentine's Day with an exclusive gift set offer. Also available in gold and silver. see reverse for your offer details. see reverse for your.
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MAKE-UP 

12 Le nouvel âge d'or des actifs. 14 News ...... UN ÉLIXIR DE BEAUTÉ ..... des roches sédimentaires minérales. www.benidurrer.com. B. A. B. OR. AL. E. S. S.
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make me wanna - Liveinternet 

1/3 MAKE ME WANNA Å“ USHER www.my-piano.blogspot.com. Page 2. 2/3 MAKE ME WANNA Å“ USHER www.my-piano.blogspot.com. Page 3. 3/3 MAKE ME ...
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MAKE TRADE NOT WAR? 

author(s) and not those of the Centre for Economic Policy Research. .... (2001) illustrate how the second half-century of the XXth century marked a significant shift in ... We offer a theoretical and empirical answer to this question, based on the in
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TUCK Anticipation SONG LYRICS: Make me beautiful Make me 

It shows the difference between what we THINK we see and reality. In the background we can see a big city â€“ maybe it's LA or Miami, maybe it's New York or.
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Using GNU make - Kakupesa 

These pieces consist of source code and header files, libraries and different tools. ..... For example, if the source code files are C++ files ending with .cpp, the ..... The last echo command prints the first dependency in the fifth line of the outp
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How to Make Love All Night (and Drive a Woman Wild) 

your dad when you were just a kid? Who could forget it? It ...... will both be free to experience each other with far greater intensity than ever ..... sex or manual manipulation, but Janice always felt somewhat ..... clean towel handy. If you use ..
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How to Make Love All Night (and Drive a Woman Wild) 

Over the past ten years, I have had the opportunity to train more than one ...... You do not need to keep your finger on the PC ...... steady "hum" of arousal.
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Make a splash - inweboftp 

Oct 24, 2006 - photograph of a water droplet falling into a larger body of water, controlling ... since this may lead you in the wrong direction. 02. Although you ...
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make tiles - Quenta 

Put it on top of the original. 9- Blur that copied layer (Filter>Blur>Gaussian Blur) then make sure its blending mode is set to Multiply.This should let you see.
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Using GNU make - Kakupesa 

These pieces consist of source code and header files, libraries and different tools. ..... For example, if the source code files are C++ files ending with .cpp, the ..... The last echo command prints the first dependency in the fifth line of the outp
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Small molecules make scents 

Teaching the organic chemistry of nat- ... Similar chemical properties â€“ ... Table 1: Classification of volatile organic compounds according to their functional ...
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to paint or make love to paint or make love 

Fax: 514.495.1009. Couriel: [email protected]. Des photos Ã  haute-rÃ©solution sont disponibles Ã . ..... Production manager HervÃ© DUHAMEL. Color - 1.66 - length 98'. FICHE TECHNIQUE. ( CREW ). dossierdepresseCannes 8/05/05 14:5
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Make My Lemonade 

Page 1. 5cm carrÃ© test. MAKE MY LE. Page 2. Page 3. Page 4. Page 5. Page 6. Page 7. Page 8. Page 9. Page 10. 10. PERFECTU. DUSau. TAILLES. Page 11 ...
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Tonight's the night we're gonna make it happen Tonight we'll put all 

Tonight we'll put all other things aside. (Finish on time, and ... Sweet memories will last for a long, long time ... Ã©crite par Trevor Lawrence et The Pointer Sisters.
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TEAMS - all 

FE_FIE_0001. Date and time of printing: 9/6/2013, 17:55. Document gÃ©nÃ©rÃ© par le logiciel de gestion des compÃ©titions: LAMES. No. Name. First name. Country.
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FENCERS - all 

D3 D3 D4 D1 D4 D2. V V/M HS/â€¦ HS Raâ€¦ 6. 6/6. 13. 30. 2. 3. 3/6. 1. 20. 19. 4. 4/6 ..... 12. SCHROEDTER Robin GER. D12. V15. 13. GRZEGOREK Mikolaj. POL.
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